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ICE-XR in 5G xHaul
Transport Networks

Revolutionizing 5G xHaul Transport Networks with
Intelligent Coherent Pluggable Optics

BENEFITS OF ICE-XR IN
5G XHAUL TRANSPORT
NETWORKS
■

Greatly simplify and cost-reduce
network rollouts with a 50+% reduction
in optical transceivers and elimination
of intermediate aggregation devices,
resulting in up to 70+% total cost of
ownership (TCO) reduction

■

Migrate to a point-to-multipoint
optical infrastructure that aligns more
closely with 5G xHaul traffic flows than
traditional point-to-point optics do

■

Free up critical space and power for
new 5G-related infrastructure such
as multi-access edge compute (MEC)
resources

■

Automate initial capacity turn-up
and capacity expansion via advanced
automation and software-configurable
bandwidth

■

Decouple node upgrades from
network-wide upgrades with ICE-XR
multi-generational interoperability

■

Enable existing single-fiber working
access networks to support highcapacity coherent DWDM utilizing ICEXR single-fiber working capabilities

Mobile Transport Network Evolution

Mobile network operators across the globe are currently in the process of upgrading
their networks to support the new functionality, performance targets, and higher capacity
levels required to support the rollout of 5G. Initial 5G services were, from a transport point
of view, simply upgrades to the radio access network (RAN) to support enhanced mobile
broadband (eMBB) services based on the non-standalone (NSA) 5G core specifications.
These initial NSA-based 5G networks required new RAN capabilities but generally
leveraged the existing 4G core and the existing transport network.
Operators are now in the initial stages of the next phase of 5G deployments with the
move to the dedicated 5G standalone (SA) core, which enables operators to start to plan
new services that leverage the new capabilities of 5G, such as ultra-reliable low-latency
communications (uRLLC) services. The rollout of full SA-based 5G drives the need for
network operators to rearchitect their networks to support:
■

Significantly higher capacity requirements that the full range of SA-enabled 5G
services will drive into the network

■

More dynamic bandwidth patterns with capacity reallocation as services become
more time-of-day dependent

■

Advanced RAN techniques such as massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
driving the requirement for the xHaul architecture with a fronthaul domain

■

An increase in the number of RU devices that are supported over a common
xHaul access network driven by cell site densification of both additional macro
cells and small cells

■

The addition of new network capabilities such as multi-access edge compute

■

Meeting higher performance requirements in terms of low latency and
synchronization and timing distribution

To meet these challenges, network operators are reevaluating their optical network
architectures and considering the best approaches to meet their specific needs.

XR Optics Overview

Since the inception of optical networking, there has been a significant misalignment
between actual network traffic patterns and the technology used to transport that traffic.
Network traffic patterns, particularly in metro networks, are overwhelmingly hub and
spoke, with numerous endpoints consuming traffic that is aggregated by a small number
of hub locations. In contrast, optical connectivity solutions have been implemented using
strictly point-to-point technology, where each end of the connection is required to operate
at the same speed (1G, 10G, 25G, 100G, etc.). The result is an extremely inefficient transport
architecture that requires large numbers of bookended transceivers, as well as numerous
intermediate aggregation devices to “up-speed” traffic flows.

XR optics is the next major inflection point in optical transceiver technologies. XR optics utilizes digital signal processing to subdivide the
transmission and reception of a given wavelength spectrum into a series of smaller-frequency channels called digital subcarriers. These
digital subcarriers can be independently managed and assigned to different destinations, enabling the industry’s first scalable point-tomultipoint, direct low-speed to high-speed optical transceiver connectivity. A single 400G XR optics hub module generates 16 x 25 Gb/s
digital subcarriers. One or multiple digital subcarriers can be combined and assigned to a specific destination to provide the required
bandwidth.
In addition to the significant reduction in CapEx and OpEx, XR optics enables a multi-generational network architecture. The unique ability
for low-speed transceivers to communicate directly and simultaneously with a high-speed transceiver at the hub eliminates the situation
where a single-site upgrade triggers the need for a network-wide upgrade. It is widely known that network-wide upgrades, which involve
all nodes and links, require a significant capital investment, are labor-intensive, and often result in inefficient utilization of bandwidth where
sites that consume low bandwidth are provided with capacity significantly in excess of actual demand. For the first time in the industry, XR
optics decouples node upgrades from network-wide upgrades, enabling certain spans/links or nodes (hubs or spokes) to be upgraded to
higher capacity while the rest of the network remains unimpacted, thus aligning CapEx with actual capacity demands.

Figure 1: XR optics in action

Infinera is implementing the XR optics architecture via a range of ICE-XR intelligent pluggable optics modules, demarcation devices, and
management software. This application note will detail the 5G transport applications for XR optics and ICE-XR specifically and the benefits
that the new point-to-multipoint optics architecture brings to these applications.

The 5G xHaul Architecture

Similar to many other access networks, traffic flows within mobile transport networks are fundamentally hub and spoke within the metro
access domain, with traffic from multiple cell towers aggregated into a centralized hub location. This potentially makes this domain an ideal
candidate for the XR optics point-to-multipoint architecture, but careful analysis is still required.
One of the key value propositions of the XR optics architecture is the removal of unnecessary aggregation devices, such as routers and
switches, that are primarily in place to convert numerous lower-speed optics to a smaller number of higher-speed optics. If a device is
simply aggregating traffic, then XR optics offers the potential to skip it and perform the low-speed to high-speed aggregation directly within
the optical domain itself. This means that in mobile networks, XR optics architectures can optimize optical transport, Ethernet switching, or
IP routing elements within the 5G xHaul network domains that interconnect the different sites that contain 5G RAN devices. Specifically,
these are the fronthaul, midhaul, and backhaul domains that interconnect the radio unit (RU), distributed unit (DU), centralized unit (CU), and
5G core locations, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: 5G xHaul strategies and transport domains

Distributed RAN and Centralized/Cloud RAN

Using terminology initially used in the 4G era, the various xHaul architectures are referred to as either distributed RAN (DRAN), where all
RAN devices are distributed out to the cell sites (as shown in the top option in Figure 2), or centralized RAN (CRAN) where the DU and/
or CU devices are centralized at a smaller number of aggregation locations. In 4G CRAN networks, these centralized aggregation sites
house baseband units (BBUs) and are often called BBU hotels. In 5G, the corresponding DU and CU sites are sometimes referred to as
DU/CU hotels. If these devices are virtualized as a software function running on a generic hardware platform, then the term CRAN is often
morphed into cloud RAN.
DRAN/CRAN strategies vary between network operators and even within a single network operator’s network. The exact locations of DU
and CU resources and the split between fronthaul, midhaul, and backhaul networks is driven by a range of factors including:
■

Availability of low-, medium-, or high-band radio spectrum

■

Cell site location type (rural, urban, dense urban, etc.) with associated xHaul reach and capacity requirements

■

Fiber availability and architecture

■

Available space and power at the cell site or other potential centralized DU/CU hotel locations

Overall, network operators and xHaul solutions need the flexibility to support fronthaul, midhaul, and backhaul domains within a single 5G
xHaul transport network. Midhaul and backhaul networks are both IP/MPLS domains with DWDM-based transport networks supporting
Ethernet traffic flows between IP devices. Fronthaul networks are typically limited to approximately 15-20 kilometers (km) due to the 100
μs hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) latency limitation between the DU and RU. Similarly, midhaul networks are typically limited to
approximately 100-200 km, while there are no restrictions to the size of a backhaul network.
Fronthaul networks use eCPRI, an enhanced version of the Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI) protocol used in 4G fronthaul networks.
CPRI is a dedicated digital protocol that supports the signal between the 4G BBU at the BBU hotel aggregation point and the remote radio
heads (RRHs) and antennas at the cell sites. The BBU performs the radio signal processing and creates the radio frequency (RF) signal
for transmission by the RRH, meaning the CPRI signal carries a digitized version of this RF signal. As 4G CPRI is essentially a digitized RF
signal, it is considerably bandwidth intensive, with 1G of backhaul between a BBU and the core requiring up to 3 x 10G in the fronthaul
domain, with a 10G signal per 120° RRH and antenna.
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5G eCPRI uses Ethernet as the transport mechanism, with eCPRI effectively becoming a new Ethertype in the Ethernet specifications.
eCPRI also moves more processing into the RU, which lowers bandwidth requirements considerably compared to CPRI. The exact
functional demarcation, or “split,” between RU and DU functionality varies depending on the RAN vendor implementation, although there
are industry initiatives, such as those driven by the O-RAN Alliance, that aim to standardize around a fixed split to allow open multi-vendor
interworking. The approximate 30:1 fronthaul to backhaul ratio seen in 4G CRAN is reduced with 5G eCPRI to approximately 4:1 or 5:1, but
this still drives higher capacity per cell tower into fronthaul networks than we see in the corresponding midhaul or backhaul networks. The
eCPRI specifications define physical interfaces at 10G, 25G, 40G, and 100G for optical connections.

The Importance of Aggregation

Much like the RAN network, where a single antenna aggregates traffic from potentially hundreds or even thousands of end users, the 5G
xHaul transport network aggregates traffic from tens of thousands of cell sites to a handful of core locations. As shown in Figure 2 and
discussed in the previous section, xHaul strategies vary so the aggregation domain, or domains, can vary, but fundamentally all three
potential xHaul domains require a large degree of aggregation as traffic moves from the cell towers to/from the 5G core sites.
Typical mobile networks will have thousands to potentially tens of thousands of existing macro cell locations. Some of the most ambitious
plans for cell site densification envisage a proliferation of small cell locations subtended from the macro cell infrastructure, which could
see another order of magnitude of locations, with tens of thousands to potentially over 100,000 new small cell locations over the next
decade as 5G continues to roll out. As a minimum base case, we need to consider an environment where at least a few thousand cell site
edge locations are aggregated back to perhaps 10 to 20 core locations over either a single backhaul domain or split across multiple xHaul
domains.

High-capacity xHaul Transport

Most existing 4G and early 5G transport networks today deliver N x 1G or 10G circuits to cell sites, and network operators are anticipating
capacity upgrades to N x 10G or 25G in the near future to support higher traffic levels and the migration to eCPRI-based fronthaul. Existing
macro cell locations are often also convenient locations for aggregation of traffic from new small cell locations, which further increases the
capacity requirements into fronthaul network access locations.

DU

RU
RU

Fronthaul

RU

Figure 3: Small cell aggregation at macro cell locations
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Midhaul

ICE-XR 5G xHaul Components

Infinera’s ICE-XR portfolio comprises a number of key components that together enable network operators to migrate to point-to-multipoint
xHaul architectures:

ICE-XR Pluggable Optics

ICE-XR Network Demarcation Unit

XTM Series EMXP XH800

Figure 4: Infinera ICE-XR xHaul components

ICE-XR Pluggable Optics

As outlined earlier, the cornerstone of the XR optics point-to-multipoint architecture is a range of intelligent pluggable optics built around
a digital subcarrier technology that allows optics with differing speeds to communicate with each other. Infinera’s initial range of ICE-XR
intelligent pluggable optics will include CFP2-DCO and QSFP56-DD modules that support operation from 25G to 400G flexibly using
between one and 16 digital subcarriers. Over time, the range of ICE-XR intelligent pluggable optics will be extended, for example, to
include higher-capacity 800G optics supporting 32 digital subcarriers.

ICE-XR Network Demarcation Unit

The ICE-XR Network Demarcation Unit (XR-NDU) is designed to provide an effortless translation of ICE-XR pluggable optics into a
standardized 100G QSFP28 as well as 25G through a 4:1 breakout configuration. This enables XR optics deployment in locations requiring
100G/25G grey optics handoff.
The XR-NDU enables simple extension of ICE-XR pluggable optics and creates a demarcation point between 100G/200G ICE-XR line
optics (supporting from one to eight digital subcarriers) and 2 x QSFP28 100G client optical ports (each supporting from one to four digital
subcarriers). Through the embedded virtual transport interface of ICE-XR, bandwidth can be sliced in steps of 25G up to the full bandwidth
of the client interfaces.

XTM Series EMXP XH800

The EMXP XH800 is a hardened Layer 2 packet optical transport switch optimized for demanding transport applications such as 5G xHaul.
As part of the XTM Series’ range of EMXP packet optical transport switches, the EMXP XH800 has a comprehensive range of Ethernet
and MPLS-TP features and capabilities. The series is optimized for transport applications with an output-queued buffer architecture that
provides industry-leading low latency and synchronization performance.
The EMXP XH800 supports up to 960G of switching capacity with dual coherent 100G/200G DWDM uplinks that support ICE-XR optics,
and an extensive range of client ports including QSFP28 100G, SFP28 25G/10G, and SFP+ 10G/1G ports. The device is designed to support
both standard telco environments and hardened non-telco environments such as street cabinets.

ICE-XR Solutions for 5G xHaul
A Deeper Dive into Fronthaul

As outlined above, 5G fronthaul is a demanding transport network application driving high-capacity DWDM with stringent requirements
on performance, such as synchronization and timing distribution requirements. High-capacity eCPRI-based fronthaul networks are now
being architected to support N x 25G transport. This high bandwidth requirement and the point-to-multipoint traffic flows make fronthaul
networks ideal candidates for XR optics.
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Figure 5: ICE-XR fronthaul options

The XR optics ecosystem is expanding to include a broad range of devices capable of supporting XR optics, such as routers, switches,
MEC servers, PON optical line terminal (OLT) devices, and RAN devices such as RU hardware. RU devices will directly host ICE-XR
transceivers as shown in nodes 1 and 2 in Figure 5, usually using industrial temperature range (I-temp) modules such as a CFP2-DCO
format. Each RU typically supports a single 120° antenna, meaning that RUs and antennas are typically deployed in multiples of three.
These devices will support one optical interface per RU, or a single higher-speed optical interface will support three daisy-chained RUs,
giving 360° coverage from a single higher-speed optical interface. Either way, XR optics provides a flexible, high-performance, and costefficient optical transport layer for the fronthaul domain.
Any transport network also needs to support older client equipment that may not support the most modern interface types. To support
these sites within an ICE-XR network, network operators can utilize the XR-NDU to provide a compact, hardened, and low-cost
demarcation device between ICE-XR optics and the RU devices that don’t support the necessary 25G or 100G transceiver options, as
shown in node 3 in Figure 5.
These networks may also need to support nodes that require sub-25G connectivity or that are required to support a large number of
lower-speed (1G to 25G) services. In these cases, the EMXP XH800 provides the ideal platform for service aggregation, as shown in node
4 in Figure 5. The two 100G/200G uplinks can support ICE-XR transceivers, and the 24 SFP+/SFP28 client ports support a flexible range of
1G, 10G, or 25G services.
All three options outlined above support hardened I-temp installation in the RU nodes. ICE-XR CFP2-DCO transceivers, the XR-NDU, and
the EMXP XH800 all support I-temp operation and can be installed in cell tower locations.
The centralized hub node containing the DU that supports the cluster of RUs will contain a router or MEC servers that will typically support
QSFP56-DD ports that will support ICE-XR transceivers. The QSFP56-DD format is more common in devices such as routers and switches
and is more suited to the environment and cooling practices found in these locations. As ICE-XR CFP2-DCO and QSFP56-DD transceivers
contain the same ICE-XR optical engines, the devices support the same optical performance and can interwork. Therefore, operators can
mix transceiver formats to best suit the location within an ICE-XR network. Additionally, if alternative fiber routes are available between the
DU and RU locations, then protection mechanisms can be built into the network design.
Whenever DWDM transceivers are directly deployed in non-transport equipment, such as routers, switches, or radio equipment such
as the RU, then the question of management operations is raised. ICE-XR provides a comprehensive range of management options to
cover a broad range of deployment scenarios. In addition, the intelligent coherent optics capabilities of ICE-XR provide many networking
functions typically found in transport hardware such as transponders, which greatly simplifies the operational aspects of deployment.
With demarcation of the transport and higher-level functions within the transceiver, transport departments can still manage the optical
networking aspects of the network, and IP/RAN/IT departments can continue to manage the host devices without needing to control the
DWDM attributes.
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Single-fiber Working and ICE-XR

Single-fiber working (SFW) is most commonly found toward the edge of the optical network where capacity demands are lower and due
to the proliferation of endpoints operators have minimized costs by deploying just a single fiber. A common example of this is PON access
networks for residential networks. SFW is also often encountered toward the edge of mobile transport networks in last-mile connectivity to
the tower, and as such is a major consideration for fronthaul networks. In a recent Heavy Reading research project, network operators were
asked how important SFW was in their fiber-to-the-tower strategies. 72% of respondents said it was important or critical, as shown in
Figure 6.

How important is single-fiber working (SFW) with bidirectional optics to
your organization’s fiber-to-the-tower strategies?
1%
4%
20%
23%

52%

Source: 2022 Heavy Reading
81 Respondents
Critical - over 50% of our towers require SFW

Important - up to 50% of our towers require SFW

Somewhat important - up to 25% of our towers require SFW

Not important - less than 10% of our towers require SFW

Not applicable/Don’t know

Figure 6: The importance of single fiber working in 5G

This need to support SFW has not previously been an issue in the 1G-10G era with direct-detect optics, as bidirectional (bidi) options are
available to support SFW that use a different wavelength for the transmitter at each end of the link. However, as the industry moves into
the era of coherent optics at the edge to support the higher capacities required, then SFW creates a problem. Coherent optics need a
reference frequency at the receiver to decode the signal, and to achieve this, manufacturers use the same laser source for the transmitter
and receiver reference, essentially locking both to the same wavelength. This is advantageous for standard coherent optics running over a
fiber pair with the same wavelength in each direction, but it causes a real issue for coherent optics over SFW.
ICE-XR, and XR optics in general, has a means of supporting SFW by selecting and shutting down individual subcarriers in each direction
even though the frequency of the transmitting lasers is the same at both ends of the link. Not only does this capability enable SFW
infrastructure to upgrade to coherent optics, but it also creates the possibility to support asymmetrical traffic flows over SFW as any
number of subcarriers can be used in either direction. Furthermore, a fronthaul cluster can mix both SFW and standard dual-fiber plant on a
per-node basis. An example of ICE-XR over an SFW PON infrastructure is given later in this document in the case studies section.

A Deeper Dive into Midhaul and Backhaul

From a transport perspective, there is little difference between midhaul and backhaul domains other than the distance limitation of
approximately 200 km that applies to the midhaul domain for latency reasons. Both networks support IP traffic flows over an Ethernetbased DWDM transport network. From an XR optics perspective, these network domains both provide an attractive use case due to the
high traffic demands and the aggregation nature of the network, with a large number of edge nodes requiring aggregation to a smaller
number of hub or core nodes.
If the midhaul and backhaul networks are part of a wider xHaul network with an additional fronthaul domain, then transport is typically
provided by routers or switches located in standard telco environments. These nodes are located in central offices that support
conventional (C-temp) cooling and have been continuously upgraded to higher capacities. Routers from leading vendors targeting mobile
backhaul already support QSFP56-DD transceivers. If the network is a single backhaul domain connecting to consolidated RAN equipment
at the cell site, then the hardware options considered above for the fronthaul case may also be relevant for the cell site equipment and for
aggregation of traffic from additional cell sites and small cells.
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Getting the Performance Right – Timing and Synchronization

One of the most significant differences between mobile networks and most other transport networks is the need to transport
synchronization and timing information alongside the main data traffic. 5G drives even tougher requirements for synchronization
performance into the mobile transport network. The challenge of delivering synchronization over the transport network is often
underestimated and can be considerable if the underlying network isn’t engineered for synchronization correctly.
Synchronization distribution is a complex topic, and full details of these challenges and the techniques used to address them in DWDM
networks are covered in Infinera’s Synchronization Distribution in 5G Transport Networks e-book (see Further Reading section).
Within 5G ICE-XR networks there is a need for both frequency and phase synchronization distribution within the tight 5G specifications.
Synchronization distribution within ICE-XR networks has been designed to operate within Infinera’s end-to-end synchronization distribution
architecture to meet the demanding requirements of 5G networks. Specifically, within an ICE-XR network, standardized service definitions
are used to enable standardized synchronization distribution over the network. ICE-XR utilizes Synchronous Ethernet (SyncE) for frequency
synchronization between ICE-XR transceivers in both point-to-point and point-to-multipoint applications. 1588v2 PTP is supported for phase
and time-of-day distribution. SyncE and PTP can be concurrently supported, providing so called SyncE-assist mode to PTP for more reliable
sync operation.
Each cluster can therefore synchronize to a common frequency across all leaf node endpoints, or this mechanism can be selected on
a per-node basis. Also, each cluster participates in G.8275.1 full on-path timing support with independent messages and time-delay
calculations per leaf node, for up to 16 different leaf locations with the initial 400G implementation of ICE-XR. PTP transparent clock (T-TC)
timing also ensures that each of the leaf locations is correlated to nanosecond levels for high-quality PTP operation over the cluster.

XR Optics 5G Case Studies

During the development stage of Infinera’s ICE-XR portfolio, a wide range of network operators across the globe either modeled an XR
optics architecture for their network evolution scenarios or trialed XR optics demo hardware over existing networks. This section will look
at two of these cases that are particularly relevant for 5G.

Case 1 – High-capacity 5G Fronthaul and Midhaul

This first case study looks at a modeling exercise undertaken by a North American mobile operator that is evaluating options for nextgeneration high-capacity fronthaul and midhaul. This operator is planning for N x 25G circuits per cell site to deliver 25G per RU to meet
the anticipated capacity demands required to support its 5G services. The operator undertook a design study to compare the current
design based on best-in-class transport devices against an alternative point-to-multipoint approach based on XR optics.
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Figure 7: Case study 1 – existing network design
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This design delivers N x 25G to each cell site and aggregates multiple cell sites into the RU site, shown in blue in Figure 7. In the midhaul
domain, multiple RU sites are aggregated into an intermediate aggregation site, shown in green, using 100G DWDM transport. Multiples
of these sites are then aggregated into the main CU site, which is shown in red, using 400G DWDM transport. A further backhaul domain
from the CU site to the core is also required but was not part of this initial study.
To deliver a single 25G circuit between the RU at the cell site and the CU in the centralized site, this network design requires 52
transceivers and 26 different network elements. The alternative XR optics-based point-to-multipoint design greatly reduces the number of
devices to just seven transceivers and four network elements, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Case study 1 – revised XR optics network design

The new XR optics-based design greatly reduces the number of elements through the optimization of the optical layer in both the fronthaul
and midhaul domains:
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■

Removal of transponders through use of XR optics directly into routers, switches, compute hardware, and RU devices throughout the
network

■

Fronthaul 25G to 100G aggregation directly in the optical layer, which removes a significant amount of hardware as Figure 7 is still
simplified within this domain and the architecture required to support aggregation of many 25G fronthaul circuits at the DU site
required a spine-leaf switching cluster with two spine switches and many leaf switches

■

Simplified fronthaul switch – with the removal of the spine-leaf switch cluster, the fronthaul domain is simplified to a single 400G XR
optic that delivers N x 25G circuits directly to the RUs at the cell towers

■

With a simplified fronthaul switch for transport reasons, the network operator is able to propose a more efficient overall architecture,
with the switch also supporting MEC functions such as vDU software

■

The midhaul network is optimized from separate 100G and 400G DWDM domains into a single XR optics domain with 400G optics in
all nodes, delivering flexible subcarrier-based capacity in the order of 100G and above to each DU site

■

Simplified operations – capacity upgrades are now a simple remote provisioning exercise from the management system without
needing site visits

ICE-XR in 5G xHaul Transport Networks

Overall, this network architecture study undertaken by the network operator showed that the XR optics-based approach could deliver
significant benefits:
■

Over 75% reduction in space and power requirements for the network facilities

■

Over 45% CapEx reduction in network hardware

■

Significantly simplified network operations through software provisioning of capacity upgrades and changes

■

A much higher degree of future-proofing for the network as node upgrades are decoupled from network updates with ICE-XR multigenerational interoperability

Case Study 2 – Multi-tenant 5G xHaul Wholesale PON Overlay

This second case study addresses a global tower company that provides a range of wholesale services to its mobile operator customer
base. This company operates in many regions of the globe providing a range of services including xHaul transport services.
Today the network operator provides backhaul services from the tower using PON networks, which works very well for current capacity
levels. But the anticipated capacity growth that will be generated by 5G for some sites outstrips the capability of the PON network, so the
operator is evaluating options to deliver higher-capacity services over the same PON footprint.
This network operator was keen to understand if XR optics could be supported in parallel to an existing GPON network to deliver highcapacity services to locations on the SFW fiber plant that required more capacity than the GPON network was able to deliver, as shown in
Figure 9.
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1, 2 x 25G
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XGS-PON
External Plant

XR Hub
Optics

Figure 9: Case study 2 – multi-tenant high-capacity wholesale Xhaul services over PON infrastructure
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To verify the concept, the network operator and Infinera conducted a field trial of XR optics to validate the following:
■

High-capacity N x 25G services delivered to multiple sites using XR optics within the GPON infrastructure without impacting the
existing GPON services

■

XR optics operation over SFW fiber plant

■

Creation of asymmetrical optical bandwidth services with a differing number of subcarriers per direction

■

Dynamic provisioning of additional optical services from remote management system

Overall, the results of the field trial were highly successful and proved that XR optics will work as intended as an overlay to an existing PON
SFW network to dynamically deliver higher-capacity symmetrical and asymmetrical services.

Summary of XR Optics Benefits in 5G xHaul Networks

XR optics, and Infinera’s ICE-XR portfolio in particular, brings a range of considerable benefits to 5G xHaul networks.

Improved Economics

First and foremost is the significant impact that the technology brings to the economics of 5G transport networks. Overall, XR optics has
been shown in network operator modeling to potentially bring CapEx savings of up to 70+%*. As shown in case study 1, modeling for
fronthaul and midhaul domains brought CapEx savings of over 45% and space and power OpEx savings of over 70%. Not only does this
help the business-case economics for 5G transport, but the lower cost base also potentially opens the opportunity for new xHaul services
and use cases that were previously not economically viable.

Free Up Scarce Space and Power Resources

In addition to the capital expenditure advantages for reduced networking hardware created by XR optics, there is a substantial operational
expenditure advantage through reduced space and power requirements within the network. A key additional advantage in 5G xHaul
networks is that they are typically already space and power constrained at a time when new requirements such as MEC and the DU and
CU within xHaul locations are further compounding the problem. An XR optics-based network frees up this critical space and power, which
can then be used for key 5G transition requirements such as MEC and DU/CU processing.

New Point-to-Multipoint Architecture

XR optics enables network operators to migrate to a point-to-multipoint transport infrastructure that more closely matches the traffic
demands in all xHaul domains. Naturally, this is a key enabler to the economic advantages outlined above, but it also brings benefits in
terms of network planning and the ability to support asymmetrical optical services to match the actual traffic flows, which are typically also
asymmetrical in a mobile network.

Leverage Existing PON Optical Infrastructure

Mobile transport networks often need to support SFW infrastructure at the edge of the optical networking domain, commonly in PON
access networks. XR optics provides network operators with the tools they need to bring high-capacity services that require coherent
optics to this infrastructure via a high-capacity coherent DWDM overlay network.

Support Multi-generational Upgrades

A generic advantage of all XR optics networks is the ability to support multi-generational network upgrades, where the upgrades are only
required at nodes that need more capacity. This is a particular advantage in 5G transport networks as the impact of unnecessary upgrades
could be considerable with optics mounted in RU devices located on cell towers, which are very costly to upgrade.

Automation of Capacity Upgrades

With XR optics, network operators can automate initial capacity turn-up and capacity expansion via advanced automation and softwareconfigurable bandwidth. Again, with RU optics mounted up a cell tower, the ability to provision additional capacity remotely via software is
a particular advantage in 5G transport networks.
*BT paper presented at ECOC 2020 – “CAPEX Savings Enabled by Point-to-Multipoint Coherent Pluggable Optics Using Digital Subcarrier Multiplexing in
Metro Aggregation Networks”
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Conclusions

XR optics, and Infinera’s ICE-XR portfolio, can offer significant benefits to network operators planning high-capacity xHaul networks to
support 5G. The 5G specifications from the 3GPP will continue to evolve, and industry initiatives, such the O-RAN Alliance, will drive
additional open networking and virtualization practices into the industry. Collectively, these trends will further evolve the underlying optical
transport network. Beyond the initial benefits outlined in this document, the O-RAN/vRAN environment will create the opportunity to
directly install XR optics into an even wider range of networking devices, such as servers and other MEC hardware, which will expand the
benefits of XR optics even further.
The industry is on the cusp of evolving 5G services from initial high-speed broadband services to a broader range of new advanced
services based on the new capabilities that 5G brings. This will involve considerable reengineering of the complete mobile network,
including the underlying transport network, and XR optics has the potential to positively impact this migration now and as 5G continues to
evolve.

Further Reading
■

Overview of XR Optics (Solution Brief)

■

Delivering a Transformative Network Architecture with XR Optics (Technology Brief)

■

Synchronization Distribution in 5G Transport Networks (E-Book)

■

XR Optics Precision Time and Synchronization (NDA customers only)

■

Point-to-Multipoint Optical Networks Using Coherent Digital Subcarriers (White Paper)
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